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CELCOM PIONEERS TO BRING LIGHTNING FAST LTE TO MALAYSIA 
 

KUALA LUMPUR, 27 APRIL 2017 – Celcom Axiata Berhad today unveiled its Lightning Fast LTE 

network, using state-of-the-art 4-transmit-4-receiver (4T4R) technology which enables latest 

4x4 multiple-input and multiple-output (MIMO) mobile devices, in the country.  

 

With this, Celcom becomes the FIRST telco to offer extremely high speeds in connectivity, 

high-quality access to multimedia services and the best digital customer experience ever. 

 

The key improvement of Lightning Fast LTE over the existing 4G mobile communication 

services is that it supports much higher data speeds from the current peak capability up to 

300Mbps reaching further up to and beyond 400Mbps (depending on the device 

capability), from August onwards.  

 

This will support seamless video streaming, instant delivery of text, digitised voice, digital 

images, music or film downloads and real-time gaming. The deployment of Lightning Fast 

LTE has been initiated in the Klang Valley and it will be expanded gradually to all major 

cities. 

 

Azwan Khan Osman Khan, Deputy Chief Executive Officer, Business Operations, Celcom 

Axiata Berhad said the launch reinforces Celcom’s key role in bringing the latest and 

globally best technology to Malaysian consumers.  

 

“We are proud to raise the bar of the mobile communications industry in Malaysia by 

offering the Lightning Fast LTE platform to our customers and this ties in directly with our 

corporate vision to continue offering the best to them. 

 

“The Lightning Fast LTE transmission speeds up to and beyond 400Mbps will enable seamless 

browsing experience for the download of HD, 2K and 4K multimedia quickly, without 



having to compromise on quality,” he said, adding that it represented a milestone on 

Celcom’s technological roadmap towards the 5G technology. 

 

In addition to Celcom’s Lightning Fast LTE network enabling much faster mobile data 

speeds, it also decreases latency which will reduce the time it takes to complete a data 

download or an upload. 

 

A high-speed downlink throughput on LTE Advanced, changes the way mobile users 

interact on the internet. Customers can access cloud-based applications and streaming 

videos on the go. 

 

Azwan said the past few months have been an intense period of preparation to ensure 

that Celcom is ‘infrastructure ready’ to make this exciting service available to its customers 

and the market, in general.  

 

He emphasised that improving the network coverage, quality, reliability with a continued 

focus on LTE Advanced, will remain key areas of investment as the Celcom network evolves 

towards LTE Advanced Pro and 5G. 

 

“Ultimately, the launch brings Celcom closer to being able to deliver 5G network speeds 

to our customers, in the near future. We will continue to bring substantial enhancements to 

the wireless network. We have set our sights on LTE Advanced Pro to achieve this. 

 

“As of now, the Celcom 4G service is live in 268 major cities and towns across the country,” 

he said, adding that Celcom will realise population coverage of 85% for 4G, 40% for 4G LTE 

Advanced and 10% of Lightning Fast LTE by the end of 2017, nationwide.  
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